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This invention relates to inductance appara

A further object is to simplify the manufac
ture of inductance apparatus.
. A further object is to compensate for the leak
age inductance of inductance apparatus in so
far as such inductance affects reflection and

tus, and more particularly to inductance appa
ratus for transmitting signaling waves extend
ing over a relatively broad band of frequencies
with substantially uniform attenuation and rel
atively low reflection.

. .

transmission.

Carrier current transmission systems are be
ing presently designed with higher frequencies

Another object is to provide in a system proper

terminations for apparatus which functions most
to provide a larger number of discrete carrier
effectively, only when terminated in the imped
channels. This means that certain inductance 10 ance
out of and into which such apparatus is
apparatus, such as repeating coils and trans
designed to operate.
formers, is also being designed to transmit a
Another' object is to minimize between adja
wider band of frequencies. In the design of .

such inductance apparatus, one factor involves
controlling the reflection characteristic. This
characteristic is among others a function of leak
age inductance, which inductance is the effective
series inductance caused by an imperfect cou
pling of the windings of the inductance appa
ratus. Leakage inductance may be partially an
nulled by the effective shunt capacitance of the
inductance apparatus. However, in line repeat
ing coils and transformers where impedance
levels are relative low, the amount of leakage
inductance may be found to be intolerable. In

this connection it has also been found that the
amount of leakage inductance is further in
creased because of design features which tend
to minimize modulation effects in the inductance

apparatus.
Heretofore, the amount of leakage inductance,

cent transmission lines crosstalk caused by re

flected waves thereon.
5.

One type of well-known inductance apparatus,
Such as a repeating, coil, comprises a pair of
windings wound on a magnetic core and between
which a certain amount of leakage inductance
exists, that is, inductance due to magnetic flux
20 which is not mutual to the pair of windings.
One winding of this pair may be applied, for
example, to central office equipment while the
other winding may be connected to a carrier
current line transmitting signaling waves extend
ing over a certain range of frequencies. As an
uncertain amount of leakage inductance may be
introduced in the inductance apparatus due to
normal manufacturing variations, it has been
30 found difficult to compensate for the latter

amount of leakage inductance without providing

for such compensation on the bases of individual
inductance apparatus. Unless due care is ob

not annulled by the effective capacitance of the

inductance apparatus, has been partially neu

tralized by connecting individual fixed capaci

Served to compensate for the leakage inductance
of the inductance apparatus, it may happen that

served to function together with the leakage in

tween the inductance apparatus and the carrier
current line or between the inductance appara

tors in shunt of the input and output terminals of
the inductance apparatus. These capacitors

ductance... as a low-pass filter having a charac
tude as the winding terminations of the induct
ance apparatus so as to transmit therethrough

an intolerable impedance mismatch occurs be

teristic impedance of the same order of magni
40

with tolerable reflection and attenuation signal

ing waves extending over a certain range of
frequencies.

affected. ,

In some cases, adjustable capac
of
the reflection characteristic of the inductance
apparatus. These neutralizing capacitors are

itors may be required to obtain a finer control

expensive as their serviceability involves uni
and, in some cases, high voltage operation.

formity With regard to time and temperature,

This invention contemplates facile means for
controlling
the reflection characteristic of in
ductance apparatus.

The main object of the invention is to provide
inexpensive, high quality, inductance apparatus.

tus and the central office equipment. Such im
increase the reflection characteristic of the induc
tance apparatus to such extent that transmission
in the carrier current system is deleteriously

pedance mismatch, depending on the amount, may

50

‘.

.. . .

In a specific embodiment of this invention, an
impedance network comprising a tertiary wind
ing and a capacitor in shunt thereof is coupled
to the pair of windings of the inductance appa
ratus. The magnitude of the capacity of the
capacitor is initially selected at a value suitable
with respect to capacitance, physical dimensions

and commercial availability, and thereafter the
number of turns of the tertiary winding adjusted

SS

to neutralize substantially whatever amount of
leakage inductance is then present in the induct

ance apparatus. Thus, the impedance of the
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in accordance with their design re
inductance
apparatus looking into the other stantially
quirements, it is imperative that such equipment
winding with the one winding applied to the
central office equipment, is substantially matched be connected to the impedance out of and into

2

to the impedance of the carrier current line; and
the impedance of the inductance apparatus, look
ing into the one winding with the other winding
connected to the carrier current line, is substan
tially matched to the impedance of the central
office equipment.

.. . .

A feature of the invention is that it may be

expeditiously utilized in various types of induct
ance apparatus, Such as repeating coils, trans
formers and hybrid coils.
The invention will be readily understood from

the following description taken together with the

which it is designed to operate. Furthermore,
in order to minimize the effects of reflection and

crosstalk on carrier current transmission lines,
it is imperative that individual lines be termi
nated in their characteristic impedance. Conse
quently, it is necessary to construct inductance
0. apparatus connecting such central office equip
ment and the transmission lines so that when the
Central office winding of the inductance appara
tus is terminated in central office equipment, the
line winding is terminated in an impedance
5 which is substantially equal to the impedance of

the line; and when the line winding of the in
ductance apparatus is terminated in the line, the
w
Fig. 1 is a schematic circuit showing a specific
central office winding is terminated in an imped
embodiment of the invention applied to a repeat
ance which is substantially equal to the imped
ing coil; and
ance of the central office equipment. There
20
Figs, 2 and 3 are schematic circuits illustrat
fore, the impedance looking into either the line
ing the Specific embodiment of the invention en
or central office winding of the inductance appa
bodied in hybrid coils.
ratus f O must, to a tolerable degree, hold the
Fig. 1 shows a repeating coillo comprising a
to the respective line 6 or central office
winding whose terminals 9, 9 are applied to a 25 match
equipment
2 over the entire frequency range
load 2, which, for example, may comprise cen
of
the
signaling
Waves being transmitted in the
tral office equipment, and a winding 3 whose
System.
terminals 4, 4 are applied to a source 8 of alter
In accordance with this invention, the imped
nating current waves and a resistor 7, both of
ance
into winding. 3, when the winding
which, for example, may simulate a suitable car 30 f is looking
applied
to the load 2, is adjusted for sig
rier current transmission line 6. The windings ff
naling waves extending over a certain range of
and 3 are Wound on a magnetic core 5, and also
accompanying drawing in which:

".

.

frequencies' so as to be substantially equal to the

may have interposed therebetween a shield 6.

impedance of the carrier current line 6 connected

The coil 10 may also be enclosed in a casing T

and transmitting said signaling Waves
which together with the shield f6 is connected 35 thereto
extending over said certain range of frequencies
to a ground 8. An amount of leakage induct
with Substantially uniform attenuation; and the
ance will be present between the windings
impedance looking into the winding f, when
and 3, and may be represented for the purpose the
winding 3 is connected to the carrier current.
of illustration as inductance 9 in series with
line 6, is adjusted so as to be substantially equal
one terminal 4.
of the load f2 for the same
The coil 0 is theoretically designed to have a 40 to theofimpedance
signaling frequencies.
substantially flat impedance-frequency charac-, range
Referring to Fig. 1, the foregoing is accom
teristic that conforms substantially with Sub
stantially flat impedance-frequency characteris plished by a tertiary winding 20 coupled to the

tics of the central office equipment and the car
rier current line to transmit all signaling waves
extending over a certain range of frequencies
with Substantially uniform attenuation. This
means that, with the winding fl terminated in
the load 2, the impedance termination of the
- coil (, looking into the winding 3 ought to
match Substantially the impedance termination

45

windings ff and 3 and across which is connected
a capacitor 2. The capacity of the capacitor
2 is initially selected at a value suitable with

respect to capacitance, physical proportions and

50

commercial availability, and thereafter the num
ber of turns of the tertiary winding 20 is ad
justed to neutralize substantially the leakage

of the carrier current line 6; and with the wind

inductance present between the windings and
3, that is, the leakage inductance 19, thereby
providing substantially flat effective resistive and
minimum reactive-frequency characteristics for

looking into the windings i? and 3 and the im

ation-frequency characteristics of the respective

ing 3 terminated in the carrier current line 6,
the impedance termination of the coil 0 looking 55 the coil to either looking into the winding 3 from
into the winding ought to match substantially
the carrier current line 6, or looking into the
the impedance termination of the load 2.
from the load 2, when the other of
However, leakage inductance present in the winding
these two Windings is properly terminated in the
coil fo, as previously mentioned, will have the
manner previously mentioned. Hence, the at
effect of upsetting such impedance match, that 60 tenuation-frequency
characteristic of the coil fo
is, causing a mismatch between the impedance
tends to conform substantially With the attenu
pedance of the respective carrier current line 6.
and the load 2. Such impedance mismatch,
controlled by the magnitude of the leakage in
ductance, tends to vary the reflection character
istic of the coil 0, thereby exerting a deleterious
effect on transmission in the entire carrier cur

rent system of Fig. 1 from the standpoint of both
efficiency and fidelity, as will be hereinafter
pointed out. Control of the reflection charac

teristic in inductance apparatus is therefore an
important factor in the over-all design of carrier
current Systems.
Thus, in order to operate filters and hybrid

coils embodied in central office equipment sub

carrier current line 6 and load 2.

Maintaining the impedance match between the
terminated Windings ff and 3 in the manner

pointed out above serves (1) to control the effec

tive capacity measured across the terminals of
the individual windings and f2, which capac
ity consists not only of the capacity between
and 3 but
70 turns and layers of the windings
also the value of the fixed capacitor 2 trans
formed through from the tertiary winding 20 to
the individual winding or 3 being measured;
(2) to rhinimize between adjacent transmission
75 lines Crosstalk occasioned by reflected signaling

3.
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In accordance With the invention, as applied
waves; (3) to provide proper terminations for fill
ters or other electrical apparatus which functions
most effectively, only when terminated in the in
pedance out of and into which such filter or ap

paratus is designed to operate; and (4) to con
trol the reflection characteristic of the coil to
such that the former is maintained within a tol
erable maximum value. Thus, the use of the ad
justable winding 20 and capacitor 2f serves to
provide an inexpensive, high quality, inductance
coil O which is relatively. Simple to manufacture.
Accordingly, neutralization of leakage induct

to Fig. 2, winding 50 adjustable as to the num

5

ber of turns and embodied in the coil 26 and
shunted by capacitor 5 selected similarly to ca
pacitor 2 of Fig. neutralizes Substantially the
portion of the leakage inductance 45 occurring
in the coil 26 and remaining therein after the

above-mentioned neutralizing action of the ca

pacitor 30; and winding 52 adjustable as to the

O

ance enables a control of the reflection charac

number of turns includeli in the coil 27 and

bridged by capacitor 53. Selected similarly to ca
pacitor 2 f of Fig. 1 neutralizes substantially the
portion of the leakage inductance 46 occurring in

the coil 21 and remaining therein after the pre

teristic of the coil to so as to promote both high

the entire carrier current System of Fig. 1.
In connection with Fig. 1, it was found that,

viously pointed out neutralizing action of the
capacitor 3. Consequently, the conjugate
branches of the hybrid coil 25 are individually

for a specific embodiment of the invention, a
tertiary winding 20 comprising a number of turns

and minimum reactive-frequency characteristics

efficiency and high quality in the operation of

provided with substantially flat effective resistive
of the order of 32 and a capacitor 2 having a 20 that are substantially identical with those of the

respective line .54 and loads 29, 36 and 43, when
the remaining windings are properly serminated,
looking (1) into windings 3 and 38 from the car
0.5-90 kilocycle range of frequencies. The sim rier current line 54; or (2) into the winding 28
from the load 29; or (3) into the winding 35 from
plicity of this embodiment was found to reside in 2s the
load 36; and (4) into the windings 32 and
the fact that an inexpensive and yet stable ca
39 from the load 43.
pacitor meeting relatively lenient minimum and
Thus, the attenuation-frequency characteris
maximum capacity requirements could be initially
tics of the conjugate branches of the hybrid coil.
selected, and thereafter the number of turns of
the tertiary winding 20 varied in order to obtain to 25 tend to conform substantially with the corre
the neutralization of leakage inductance to men Sponding attenuation-frequency characteristics of
the carrier current line 54, and loads 29, 36 and
tioned hereinbefore,
43, respectively. In other words, such neutraliza
Fig. 2 shows the invention applied to a hybrid
tion of leakage inductance serves to balance the
coil 25 comprising individual coils 26 and 27. The

capacity of the order of 0.075 microfarad pro
vided for the coil ?o a substantially flat impedance
frequency characteristic over; approximately a

hybrid coil 25 like a bridge by providing similar

coil 26 wound on a magnetic core 23 embodies a

impedances at the conjugate branches.

winding 28 terminated in a suitable load 29 and
shunted by a capacitor 30. Coupled to the wind
ing 28 are windings 3 f and 32. Interposed be
tween the two latter windings and the winding.

Accordingly, the neutralization of leakage in
ductance controls the reflection characteristic of

the hybrid coil 25 so as to promote the operation
the entire carrier current system of Fig. 2
28 is a shield 33. The coil 27 wound on a mag 40 of
in the manner pointed out above in connection
netic core 24 comprises a winding 35 terminated
With Fig. 1. It is to be understood that Winding
in a suitable load 36 and shunted by a capacitor
50 and capacitor 5 may also include the ac
37. Coupled to the winding 35 are windings 38
tion
of the capacitor 30 on the coil 26; and that
and 39. Disposed intermediate the latter, two
winding 52 and capacitor 53 may also include
windings and the winding 35 is a shield 40. A 45 the
the action of the capacitor 3 on the coil 27, if
link 4 serves to connect both shields 33 and 40
desired. The advantage of Splitting the capacity
to ground 42. The windings 32 and 39 on the re
on
each Side of the leakage inductance is that the
spective coils 26 and 27 are terminated in a load
range
of the hybrid coil is extended upwards in
or balancing network 43. The windings 3 and
frequency.
38 on the respective coils 26 and 27 are applied
Fig. 3 shows the invention applied to a hybrid
to terminals 44, 44 which are connected to a
coil 60 comprising a winding 6 shunted by a
source 55 of alternating current waves and re
capacitor 62 and terminated in a load 63. Cou
sistor 56 both of which simulate a carrier cur
to the winding 6 is a pair of windings 64
rent line 54. This line together with the loads s5 pled
and 65 and load 66 applied in series across a pair
29, 36 and 43 possess substantially flat effective
of terminals. 6, 67. Across one of the latter
resistive and minimum reactive-frequency chair
terminals and the midpoint of the windings 64
acteristics for transmitting signaling waves ex
and 65 is connected a load 68. Across the termi
tending Over a certain range of frequencies with
nals 6, 6 may be connected a source 5 of
substantially uniform attenuation.
A certain amount of leakage inductance occurs
between the Winding 28 and the windings 3 and

32, all of which comprise the coil 26, and may be
represented for the purpose of this illustration
as inductance 45 of Fig. 2. The capacitor 30
shunting the winding 28 serves t, neutralize Sub
stantially one-half of the total amount of the
leakage inductance 45. Also, a certain announ,
of leakage inductance occurs between the wind
ing 35 and the windings 38 and 39, all of which
constitute the coil 27, and may be represented for
the purpose of this illustration as inductance 46
in Fig. 2. The capacitor 37 bridging the winding

GO

alternating current wives and a resistor 58 both
of which simulate a carrier current line E. This

line together with the loads 63, 66 and 68 pos
SeSSes Substantially fiat effective resistive and
minimum reactive frequency characteristics for
transmitting signaling waves extending over a

certain range of frequencies with substantially
uniform attenuation. Intermediate the winding
6 and the windings 64 and 65 is a shield 69 one

end of which is applied to ground 70. A certain
amount of leakage inductance occurs batween the

Winding 6 and the windings 64 and 65, and may
be represented for the purpose of this illustra
tion as leakage inductance 7 . The capacitor. 62
shunting the winding 63 tends to neutralize Sub
38 serves to neutralize substantially one-half of
5 Stantially one-half of the total amount of the
the total amount of the leakage inductance 46.

4.
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leakage inductance 7. The several windings are identical with the attenuation-frequency charac
wound on a magnetic core 75.
teristic of said one load circuit to which said one
In accordance with the invention as applied to pair of Winding terminals is connected.
Fig. 3, winding 72 adjustable as to the number of

2. In the combinationin broad band inductance
apparatus according to claim 1, in which said

turns and shunted by capacitor 73 selected simi
larly to capacitor 2 neutralizes the portion of
the leakage 7 occurring in the hybrid coil 60
and remaining therein after the aforedescribed
neutralizing effect of the capacitor 62. Accord

ingly, the conjugate branches of the hybrid coil 60

impedance network comprises at least one further
turns and coupled to said plurality of windings,
inductance Winding adjusted as to the number of

O

are individually provided with substantially flat ef
fective resistive and minimum reactive-frequency
characteristics that are substantially identical

with those of the respective line 59 and loads 63,
66 and 68, when the remaining Windings are prop
erly terminated, looking (1) into the network
from the carrier current line 59, or (2) into the
network from the load 68, (3) into the network
from the load 66, and (4) into the Winding 6

from the load 63.

Thus, the attenuation-frequency characteris
tics of the conjugate branches of the hybrid coil
60 tend to conform substantially. With the cor
responding attenuation-frequency characteristics
of the carrier current line 57 and the loads 63, 66.
and 68, respectively. This balances the hybrid
coil 60 like a bridge as similar impedances are

provided at conjugate branches. Consequently,

the neutralization of leakage inductance con
trols the reflection characteristics of the hybrid
coil 60 so as to promote the operation of the en

3)

tire carrier current systern of Fig. 3 in the nan

ner discussed above regarding Fig. 1. It is to

be understood that the winding 72 and capacitor
73 may also include the previously mentioned

neutralizing action of the capacitor 62, if desired.
Although the illustrations of Figs , 2 and 3

show magnetic core coils, it is to be understood
that the invention is not necessarily limited to
such use as it will achieve equally satisfactory re

40

and a capacitor applied across said further
Winding.

3. A broad band inductance apparatus, com
prising a pair of coupled inductance windings
between which leakage inductance occurs, and
means comprising a tertiary inductance winding
coupled to said pair of windings and a capacitor
in shunt of said tertiary winding to control the
reflection characteristic of said pair of windings
such that said leakage inductance is substantially
neutralized to provide said pair of windings for
Signaling Waves extending over a certain range
of frequencies, looking into individual windings,
With a substantially flat effective attenuation-fre
quency characteristic that conforms substantially
With a corresponding attenuation-frequency
characteristic of individual networks to which
individual Windings of said pair of windings are
connected and which transmit said signaling
Waves of Said certain frequency range.
w
4. A broad band inductance apparatus, com
prising two coupled inductance windings between
which leakage inductance occurs, a tertiary in
ductance winding coupled to said two windings
and a capacitor in shunt of said tertiary winding,
said tertiary winding adjusted as to the number
of turns and said capacitor proportioned to neu
tralize Substantially said leakage inductance to
provide said two windings for signaling waves
extending over a certain range of frequencies,
looking into one of said two windings, with sub
stantially flat effective resistive and minimum

reactive-frequency characteristics that conform
Substantially with corresponding resistive and
minimum reactive-frequency characteristics of
complish similar results with such coils in the
frequency ranges of both voice and radio signaling
individual networks to which each of said two
WaWes.
5 Windings is connected and which transmit said
signaling waves of said certain frequency range.
In the above description, it has been assumed
sults with coils embodying air cores; and fur
thermore, the invention may be utilized to ac

5. A broadband hybrid apparatus, comprising

that the initial inductance is relatively high with
respect to the load impedance. This is true of

most line repeating coils which must meet severe

modulation requirements. However, in other

coils in which the mutual inductance has a more

finite value, it may be sometimes advantageous to

tune. Such inductance with a Capacitor. In the
latter connection, it is understood that the in

vention hereinbefore described may also be expe
ditiously utilized for this purpose.
What is claimed is:

1. In combination, in broad band inductance

apparatus, a plurality of coupled inductance
Windings between Which leakage inductance Oc
Curs, and means comprising an impedance net

work coupled to said plurality of windings to
neutralize substantially said leakage inductance
to provide said plurality of windings for signal
ing waves extending over a certain range of fre
quencies, looking into one pair of winding termi
nals applied to one load circuit having a pre
selected attenuation-frequency characteristic for
transmitting said signaling waves extending over
said frequency range when the other individual
pairs of winding terminals are applied to other
individual load circuits having attenuation-fre

50

acoils
pairembodying
of individual
electrical coils, each of said
a plurality of coupled inductance
Windings between which leakage inductance oc

curs, one winding of said plurality of windings
On
each of said coils being terminated in one im
pedance having a preselected attenuation-fre
quency characteristic to transmit signaling waves
5 5 extending over a certain range of frequencies,
circuit means to connect serially a second wind
ing on each of said coils to another impedance
having an attenuation-frequency characteristic
GO

Substantially identical with that of said one im
pedance and further circuit means to connect
Serially a third winding on each of said coils to
a further impedance having an attenuation-fre

quency characteristic substantially identical with
65 means on each of said coils to substantially neu
tralize sail leakage inductance, comprising a fur
ther riductance winding coupled to said plurality
of coupled windings, and a capacitor across said
further Winding, said impedance means propor
70 tioned to provide both said coils for said signaling
Waves extending over said certain range of fre
quencies, looking into said windings of both said
quency characteristics substantially identical with
coils to which windings individual impedances
that of said one load circuit with an attenuation
are connected with an attenuation-frequency

that of, said one impedance, and impedance

frequency characteristic, which is substantially 75 characteristic that conforms substantially with
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the corresponding attenuation-frequency charac
teristic of the individual impedances to which said
windings of both said coils are connected.

6. A broad band hybrid coil, comprising a plu

rality of inductance windings between which
leakage inductance Ocurs, a first winding having
a termination in One impedance which possesses

5

a preselected attenuation-frequency characteris

5

control the reflection characteristic of said ap
paratus by neutralizing said leakage inductance
So that Said pair of windings, looking into one
of Said pair of windings while the other winding
thereof is terminated in One of said pair of cir

cuits, with a substantially flat effective attenua
tion-frequency characteristic that conforms sub
stantially with the corresponding characteristic
of the circuit to which said one winding is con

tic to transmit signaling waves extending over a
Certain range of frequencies, a second and a third O nected. .
winding connected to three other discrete imped
9. In a broad band signaling wave transmis
ances, whose attenuation-frequency characteris
Sion System comprising a plurality of discrete cir
tics are substantially identical with that of said
Cuits, each having a substantially flat effective
one impedance, such that two of said other im
attenuation-frequency characteristic for signal
pedances are in Series with both said Second and
ing Waves extending over a certain range of fre
third Windings and a third of said other imped
quencies, a hybrid apparatus comprising a pair
ances is disposed in bridge of Common points be
of individual electrical coils, each coil embodying
tween said second and third Windings and said
a plurality of coupled windings between which

two other impedances, said impedances consti

tuting conjugate branches of said hybrid coil, and
an impedance network to neutralize substantially
said leakage inductance, comprising a further in
ductance winding coupled to said plurality of

leakage inductance exists, said hybrid apparatus

20

quency range Such that a first winding of each

coil is connected to one circuit, a second winding
of each coil is connected to another circuit, and
a third Winding of each coil is connected to a
further circuit, and means comprising a further
inductance winding adjustable as to the number
of turns and coupled to said windings of each of

windings, and a capacitor across said further

Winding, said network proportioned to provide
said hybrid coil for said signaling waves extend
ing over said certain range of frequencies, look
ing into individual conjugate branches, with an
attenuation-frequency characteristic that con
forms substantially with the corresponding char
acteristics of the individual impedances to which
the individual conjugate branches are connected.
7. In a broad band Signaling Wave transmis
sion system including a plurality of discrete cir
cuits, each having a substantially flat effective
attenuation-frequency characteristic for signal
ing Waves extending Over a certain range of fre
quencies, inductance apparatus comprising at
least one plurality of coupled inductance wind
ings connecting operatively discrete circuits of
said plurality of circuits with each other to trans
mit therebetween said signaling waves of said
certain frequency range and having an indeter
minate amount of leakage inductance between

said coupled windings, and means comprising an

inductance winding adjustable as to the number of

turns and coupled to each said plurality of Wind
ings and a capacitor applied across each said ad
justable Winding to control the reflection charac
teristic of said plurality of windings by neutral
izing substantially said leakage inductance so that
said plurality of windings, looking in one winding
of said plurality of windings while the other

windings thereof are applied to other circuits of
said plurality of discreta circuits, possesses a sub
stantially flat effective attenuation-frequency
characteristic that conforms substantially with
the corresponding characteristic of Said one cir
cuit to which said one winding is connected.

8. In a broadband signaling wave transmission

system including a pair of discrete circuits, each

being connected to said circuits to transmit there
between Said signaling waves of said certain fre

30

said pair of coils and a capacitor in shunt of said
further winding to control the reflection charac
teristic of said hybrid apparatus by neutralizing
Substantially said leakage inductance so that said

hybrid apparatus, looking into winding terminals
connected to one discrete circuit while the re

35

maining winding terminals are applied to other

45

discrete circuits, is provided with a substantially
flat effective attenuation-frequency characteristic
that conforms substantially with said correspond
ing characteristic of the one discrete circuit to
which said looked-into winding terminals are
Connected.
10. In a broad band signaling wave transmis
Sion System comprising a plurality of discrete cir
cuits, each having a substantially flat effective
attenuation-frequency characteristic for signal

60

prising a further inductance winding adjustable
as to the number of turns and coupled to said

40

ing Waves extending over a certain range of fre
quencies, a hybrid coil comprising a plurality of
coupled windings between which leakage induct
ance exists and connecting said plurality of cir
50 cuits to transmit therebetween said signaling
Waves of Said certain frequency such that one
circuit is connected to a first winding, two other
circuits are serially connected to second and third
windings disposed in series, and a further circuit
55 is connected in bridge of common points of said
two other circuits and said second and third
windings, said circuits constituting conjugate
branches of said hybrid coil, and means com

having a substantially flat effective attenuation

Windings and a capacitor in shunt of said further
winding to control the reflection characteristic

tending over a certain range of frequencies, in
ductance apparatus comprising a pair of Coupled
inductance windings between which leakage in 65
ductance occurs and connecting said pair of Cir
cuits such that individual windings are connected
to individual circuits to transmit therebetween
said signaling waves of said certain frequency 70
range, and means comprising a further induct
ance winding adjustable as to the number of
turns and coupled to said pair of windings and

said leakage inductance to provide said iiybrid
coil, looking into the winding terminals connected
to one discrete circuit while the remaining wind
ing terminals are applied to other discrete cir
cuits, with a substantially flat effective attenu
ation-frequency characteristic that conforms
Substantially with said corresponding character
istic of the one discrete circuit to which said
looked-into winding terminals are connected.

frequency characteristic for signaling waves ex

a capacitor in shunt of said further winding to

of Said hybrid coil by neutralizing substantially
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